
 
 
 
 
 

 
GRADE 11: IB VISUAL ARTS SUMMER ASSIGNMENT 

 
Time to get inspired, experiment, and explore! 

 
 
Visit an exhibition and complete 
ONE art work that is inspired by 
the exhibition, and include 
documentation of your process.  
 

https://ny.curbed.com/2017/3/27/15073578/ai-weiwei-fences-installation-nyc 
 

Details: 
STEP 1 

1. Visit an art exhibit that is inspiring to you. 
2. Explain the exhibit in one page of writing and sketches 

● Title the page: INVESTIGATION  
● Explain the exhibit (where, when), and the artist (who) and your favorite 

artwork (title, date, medium). 
● How does the exhibit influence and inspire my work?  

● Use appropriate art vocabulary  
● Clear and legible writing, or you may type the assignment. Include 

sketches (or pictures of your sketches) and other related photos from the 
exhibit. 

STEP 2 

https://ny.curbed.com/2017/3/27/15073578/ai-weiwei-fences-installation-nyc


3. Which medium will you use to create your own artwork, as inspired by this exhibit? 
Create one page to test different media and to document your process.  

● Title the page: EXPERIMENTATION - Show and write about your process.  
● Photograph your process in various stages and comment on your findings. 

4. Write one page about what you want to communicate or focus on in this artwork, 
which is inspired by the exhibit.  

● Title the page: INTENTIONS - What do I want to communicate or focus on in this 
work?  

● What symbols, colors, marks, concepts will get my intentions across? (Include 
sketches to illustrate your ideas.) 

● Cite any research sources that you use.  
● What will the audience see, read, sense, experience when observing my work? 

(Get input from others!) 

STEP 3 

5. Make the artwork. 

STEP 4 

6. Write a long paragraph about your artistic development. Title the page: 
REFLECTION  

● What words can I use to analyze and review my development?  
● Is this work similar or different than what I made before?  
● What surprised me during the process of making the artwork?  
● What can I develop more?  
● What did I learn or discover?  

 
 
 


